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PON Data Centre Design with AWGR and Server Based Routing 
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ABSTRACT 
Passive Optical Networks (PONs) with their proven performance in access networks can provide solutions to the 
challenges facing modern data centres. In this paper, we study a PON architecture where Arrayed Waveguide 
Grating Routers (AWGRs) and servers are used to route traffic. We optimize the wavelength routing and 
assignment in the design and show through a benchmark study that the PON data centre architecture reduces the 
power consumption by 83% compared to the Fat-Tree architecture and 93% compared to the BCube architecture. 
Keywords: passive optical network (PON), data centre, energy efficiency, arrayed waveguide grating routers 

        (AWGRs). 

1. INTRODUCTION  
The continuous growth in Internet-connected devices results in significant increase in data centres’ traffic which 
in turn necessitates the development of scalable, high bandwidth, low power consumption data centre architectures. 
Optical data centre architectures, precisely Passive Optical Networks (PONs), with their proven performance in 
access networks can provide efficient solutions to support connectivity inside modern data centres [1]. In this 
regard, we proposed different novel PON architectures to manage the inter-rack and intra-rack communication of 
a data centre as in [2-6]. In this paper, we further study one of the PON designs proposed in [6] where routing is 
performed by Arrayed Waveguide Grating Routers (AWGRs) and servers. We investigate the wavelength routing 
and assignment within the proposed architecture. Moreover, the power consumption of this design is compared to 
the traditional data centre architectures.  

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the proposed PON architecture is described 
along with its wavelength routing and assignment. In Section 3, a benchmark study is presented to compare the 
power consumption of our proposed design against Fat-Tree and BCube traditional data centre architectures. 
Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 4.   

2. THE PROPOSED PON DATA CENTRE ARCHITECTURE 
The proposed PON architecture [6] achieves energy-efficiency and high speed interconnection by eliminating the 
use of electronic switches that consume considerable amount of energy. It uses AWGRs to maintain 
communication instead. In addition to the AWGRs, the architecture employs special servers which minimize the 
tuneable laser units needed compared to  the PON architecture based on AWGRs discussed in [2]. 

In this design, as shown in Fig. 1, the servers in PON cell are placed into groups. A group is made of multiple 
subgroups where the number of servers hosted by a subgroup depends on the splitting ratio of the TDM PON 
connected to it. For example a group can host 16 servers placed into two subgroups each of 8 servers.  

This architecture involves two types of communication: intra group, and inter group communication. Intra group 
communication can be either between servers in a subgroup (intra subgroup communications) or between servers 
in different subgroups in the group (inter subgroup communication). The subgroups in each group are connected 
to a special server whose task is to maintain the inter subgroup, and inter group communication. 

Intra subgroup communication is achieved using a Fiber Bragg Gating FBG which reflects only the wavelength 
assigned for intra subgroup communication. All subgroups can use the same wavelength for intra subgroup 
communication due to the fact that this wavelength does not pass through the FBG to other groups. Accordingly, 
the design of the servers’ transceivers will be simplified and unified. Also, as the reflected wavelength has one 
way of communication, it is possible to use the same wavelength for transmitting and receiving. Based on the 
above, servers should get permission from the special server (that lays after the FBG) for intra subgroup 
communication wavelength. This will help to eliminate collision and controls channel access contention.  

Each subgroup uses only two wavelengths for inter group and inter subgroup communication; one for uplink 
communication and the other for downlink communication. For inter subgroup communication, the wavelength 
passes the FBG to the special server that sends it back to the same group. As for inter group communication, each 
special server is connected to two AWGRs; one for sending to other groups, and one for receiving from them. In 
order for special servers to perform effectively, they keep a database which contains servers’ addresses in the 
groups and wavelength assigned to each group. The special server manages inter group communication by 
applying wavelength conversion, and connecting to other AWGRs or the OLT card. In addition, these special 
servers share information with each other, which is done directly or via the OLT, in order to update their databases.  
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Figure 1. Proposed PON cell architecture. 

A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model is developed, where the routing and wavelength assignment 
within the AWGRs of the PON cell are optimized to support inter group interconnections. This model guarantees 
that the connection between two groups is established by using only one wavelength. This model is used to 
optimize the wavelength routing and assignment for the proposed PON cell architecture shown in Fig. 1 which 
consists of 92 servers placed into 6 groups. Table 1 shows the resulting wavelength assignment for inter groups 
communication and communication with the OLT. 

Table1.MILP obtained Wavelength assignment for the proposed architecture 
D 

S 

PON-
Group 1 

PON-
Group 2 

PON-
Group 3 

PON-
Group 4 

PON-
Group 5 

PON-
Group 6 

OLT 

PON-
Group 1 

Ȝ7 Ȝ5 Ȝ3 Ȝ2 Ȝ1 Ȝ4 Ȝ6 

PON-
Group 2 

Ȝ2 Ȝ7 Ȝ1 Ȝ4 Ȝ6 Ȝ5 Ȝ3 

PON-
Group 3 

Ȝ5 Ȝ1 Ȝ7 Ȝ3 Ȝ2 Ȝ6 Ȝ4 

PON-
Group 4 

Ȝ6 Ȝ4 Ȝ5 Ȝ7 Ȝ3 Ȝ2 Ȝ1 

PON-
Group 5 

Ȝ4 Ȝ2 Ȝ6 Ȝ1 Ȝ7 Ȝ3 Ȝ5 

PON-
Group 6 

Ȝ1 Ȝ3 Ȝ4 Ȝ6 Ȝ5 Ȝ7 Ȝ2 

OLT  Ȝ3 Ȝ6 Ȝ2 Ȝ5 Ȝ4 Ȝ1 Ȝ7 

3. POWER CONSUMPTION BENCHMARK 
A benchmark study which compares the power consumption of our design to a switch-centric traditional data 
centre architecture (Fat-Tree) and a server-centric traditional data centre architecture (BCube) is presented in this 
section. 
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The Fat-Tree architecture [7] is characterized by the employment of unified commodity switches in all layers: 
core, aggregation, and access. As shown in Fig. 2, this architecture is composed of a number of pods that matches 

the number of commodity switch’s ports k. Each pod hosts k servers that are connected by 
賃態 access switches which 

in return are connected by 
賃態   aggregation switches that communicate with each other through 岾 賃態峇態

core switches. 

As a General rule, Fat-Tree data centre architecture can host  
賃典替   servers in all pods. 

 
Figure 2. Fat-Tree Architecture of k=4. 

On the other hand, the BCube architecture [8] is characterized by the use of servers for routing and forwarding 
decisions along with the switches. As shown in Fig. 3, this recursive architecture’s elementary unit is called 
BCube0. Accordingly, BCube0 hosts a number of servers, n, that matches the number of ports of the single 
commodity switch connecting them. Furthermore, combining n BCube0s by connecting them via an n commodity 
switches forms BCube1. In general, BCube data centre architecture is referred to as BCubek which is composed 
of n BCubek-1s, 券賃 switches, and 券賃袋怠  k+1-port servers. 

 
Figure 3. BCube Architecture of n=4, k=1. 

For the benchmarking, a Fat-Tree architecture of 24 pods hosting 3456 servers, and 48 pods hosting 27648 
servers are considered. Cisco 2960-24TC-L switches are employed to connect servers in the 24 Pod scenario while 
Cisco 2960-48TC-L switches are used to connect servers in the 48 pod scenario. 

BCube architectures with n=8 are also considered with k=2 hosting 512 servers, k=3 hosting 4096 servers, and 
k=4 hosting 32768 servers. The switches used to connect servers in BCube architecture are Cisco 2960-8TC-L 
switches. Finally, our proposed architecture’s power consumption is evaluated using 6 groups hosting 92 servers. 
The power consumption of the devices of the different architectures used in this benchmark study are shown in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. Device’s power consumption 

Device Power Consumption 
10Gb/s tuneable ONU 2.5W [9] 
Server’s transceiver 3W [10] 
Cisco 2960-8TC-L 12W [11] 
Cisco 2960-24TC-L 27W [12] 
Cisco 2960-48TC-L 39W [13] 
10Gb/s OLT port 125W [14] 

As illustrated in Fig. 4, our proposed design resulted in reducing power consumption compared to the Fat-Tree 
and BCube architectures. The main reason behind energy savings is the reliance on the passive optical elements 
rather than using the power hungry switches used in traditional architectures. Accordingly, our design succeeded 
in minimizing the power consumption by 83% compared to a Fat-Tree topology of 3456 servers and by 93% 
compared to a BCube architecture of 32768 servers.  
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Figure 4. Benchmark study results. 

It can be noticed that the BCube topology is the highest power consumer in this study. This is due to the fact that 
the BCube architecture depends on servers for routing in addition to the commodity switches. This results in 
servers having multiple transceivers in order to handle connectivity with all the levels. Therefore, as the number 
of levels increases in the BCube topology, the power consumption increases as more transceivers are needed to 
establish connections to switches in every level. Accordingly, the power saving of our proposed design compared 
to BCube increases with the increase in the number of BCube’s levels. On the other hand, the savings of our design 
compared to the Fat Tree architecture decreases with increase in the number of servers. This is due to the fact that 
the power consumption of Fat-Tree topology increases non-linearly when the number of pods increases. 

4. CONCLUSIONS  
This paper has studied a PON data centre architecture where Arrayed Waveguide Grating Routers (AWGRs) and 
servers are used to route traffic. The architecture is a scalable design that can be expanded to support hundreds of 
thousands servers. We have optimized wavelength routing and assignment for the inter group communication 
using a MILP model and presented a range of results. The PON data centre design is energy efficient as it discards 
the power hungry switches and replaces them by passive optical devices. A benchmark study shows that our 
proposed architecture reduces the power consumption by 83% compared to the Fat-Tree architecture and by 93% 
compared to the BCube architecture.  
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